Dismantle D.H.S.

“Department of Homeland Security”

Why did the Federal Government consult

- Markus Wolfe, former Communist East German Secret Police official, as well as
- Yevgenij Primakov, former Soviet Union, K.G.B. Official, in the operational design of D.H.S.?

➢ Why are the vast majority of people on the Watch List, born and bred Americans?
➢ Why are the majority of Watch Listed people honest, decent, intelligent people with no criminal background or terrorist ties?
➢ Why is there a separate D.H.S. “Private for profit” entity from the D.H.S. Federal Agency?
➢ Why is there little to no vetting system in regard to putting someone on the “Terrorist Watch List”?
➢ Why does DHS refuse to investigate whether someone is on the Watch List in error?
➢ Why are Fusion Centers private to avoid FOIA requests?
➢ Why are InfraGard civilian “volunteers” paid in under-the-table tax money to stalk and harass known innocent people?
➢ Why does contractor Lockheed Martin run home business enterprises (named after LM Executive William Patrick Cox) in 46 states, to arrange payments for InfraGard and other complicit civilians, including known criminal gangs?
➢ Why are civilian proxies sworn to secrecy while encouraged to spread vicious slander about their known innocent victims?
➢ Why are Watch Listed people attacked with high tech weapons?
➢ Why does DHS/Fusion Center/InfraGard split fraudulent insurance policies put on the known innocent Watch Listed people?
➢ Why are law enforcement entities either ordered to cover for civilian proxies or participating in extrajudicial harassment campaigns against known innocent people?
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